**Turntable Interface Cable Assembly**

**Part Number: 108-0033-00**

**DESCRIPTION**

The Turntable Interface Cable Assembly is designed to easily connect the CA Cables in a Firecom Intercom System to the connections on a Collector Ring Assembly within the Torque Box.

The Turntable Interface Cable Assembly consists of two cables, one for the Lower Collector Ring Assembly and one for the Upper Collector Ring Assembly. There is a label on each cable (Figure 1) specifying the Lower and Upper Cable Assemblies.
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**Figure 1: Labels**
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**Figure 2: Turntable Interface Cable**
INSTALLATION

These installation instructions are written assuming that the Firecom Intercom system has been properly installed, and the CA Cables are properly assembled and run from the intercom and the headset modules to the upper and lower Collector Ring Assembly Torque Boxes.

1. Locate the Label on the side of the white Connector Housing on the cable (Figure 3 or 4) to determine which cable is for the upper and lower Collector Ring Assemblies.
2. Plug the Connector of the Lower Interface Cable into the Lower Collector Ring Assembly (Figure 3).
3. Plug the CA Cable from the Firecom Intercom into the white Connector Housing on the Lower Interface Cable Assembly (Figure 3).

![Figure 3: The Lower Interface Cable](image)

4. Plug the Connector of the Upper Interface Cable into the Upper Collector Ring Assembly (Figure 4).
5. Plug the CA Cable from the Headset Module into the white Connector Housing on the Upper Interface Cable Assembly (Figure 4).
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